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This article seeks to derive insight on battery charging control using electrochemistry models. Directly using full order complex
multi-partial differential equation (PDE) electrochemical battery models is difficult and sometimes impossible to implement. This
article develops an approach for obtaining optimal charge control schemes, while ensuring safety through constraint satisfaction.
An optimal charge control problem is mathematically formulated via a coupled reduced order electrochemical-thermal model which
conserves key electrochemical and thermal state information. The Legendre-Gauss-Radau (LGR) pseudo-spectral method with
adaptive multi-mesh-interval collocation is employed to solve the resulting nonlinear multi-state optimal control problem. Minimum
time charge protocols are analyzed in detail subject to solid and electrolyte phase concentration constraints, as well as temperature
constraints. The optimization scheme is examined using different input current bounds, and an insight on battery design for fast
charging is provided. Experimental results are provided to compare the tradeoffs between an electrochemical-thermal model based
optimal charge protocol, an electro-thermal-aging model based balanced charge protocol, and a traditional charge protocol.
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This article develops an approach to solve for optimal charge con-22

trol schemes using an electrochemical based model with thermal dy-23

namics. The goal is to systematically obtain optimal charge schemes24

that result in the lowest charge times, while understanding their nature25

to gain an insight on battery design optimization for fast charging.26

Batteries are widely utilized in mobile handsets, electric vehi-27

cles (EVs), and power grid energy storage.1,2 They are an enabling28

technology for diversifying and securing our future energy supplies.29

In contrast to simple and rapid refueling of gasoline or diesel, bat-30

tery recharge requires meticulous control and management, owing to31

complex electrochemical reactions, immeasurable internal states, and32

serious safety concerns.3 Fast charging is a thriving area of research,33

as it increases the practicality and consumer acceptance of battery-34

powered devices (e.g., EVs). Nevertheless, it can also impair battery35

longevity depending on the charging method used, particularly due to36

heating. It is thus crucial to systematically study the effects of elec-37

trochemical and thermal states on charging time, which is the focus38

of this article.39

The traditional charging protocol for Li-ion batteries is constant-40

current/constant-voltage (CC-CV).4 In the CC stage, the charging41

current is constant until a pre-specified voltage threshold is reached,42

and in the CV stage the voltage threshold is maintained until the current43

relaxes below a pre-specified threshold value. This technique is simple44

and easily implemented. The current rate and voltage threshold are,45

however, almost universally selected in an ad-hoc manner.46

In the literature, various methods have been proposed to reduce47

charge times, such as multi-stage CC (high CC followed by low48

CC) plus CV (CC-CC-CV),5,6 boost charging (CV-CC-CV),7 constant49

power-constant voltage (CP-CV),8 fuzzy logic,9,10 neural networks,11
50

gray system theory,12 and ant colony system algorithm.13 Alternative51

protocols were reported to prolong the battery lifetime as well, such52

as MCC-CV (low CC followed by high CC plus CV)8 and CC-CV53

with negative pulse (CC-CV-NP).14,15 This literature provides enor-54

mous insight on rapid charging, but all the protocols are – at some55

level – heuristic. That is, they employ basic knowledge, empirical56

observations, and experience of the battery’s electrical properties to57

devise a charging strategy. Their implementation and performance are58

subject to cumbersome meta-parameter tuning. Furthermore, there are59

no mathematical guarantees for fast charge optimality, nor constraint60

satisfaction.61

Recently, some researchers have given first insights into model-62

based optimal charge control.16–22 A significant challenge for model-63
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based charge control is numerically solving a multi-state nonlin- 64

ear calculus of variations optimal control problem. These previous 65

studies side-step this difficulty using linear-quadratic formulations,16
66

state independent electrical parameters,17 piecewise constant time 67

discretization,18 linear input-output models,19,20 a one-step model pre- 68

dictive control formulation,21 or a reference governor formulation.22
69

To directly face the nonlinear variational calculus problem, orthogonal 70

collocation enabled pseudo-spectral methods were employed in Ref. 71

23 to optimize charging time and efficiency of lithium-ion batteries. 72

This work was extended in Refs. 24,25 to consider aging and cou- 73

pled electrical-thermal dynamics via equivalent circuit type models. 74

However, all of the foregoing studies do not explore coupled and fully 75

constrained electrochemical-thermal dynamics for fast charge appli- 76

cations which can lead to overly conservative or unsafe operation.22
77

Moreover, previous model based techniques do not give insight on 78

what parameters a battery cell designer can optimize for enabling 79

faster charge times. 80

This article pursues a different approach to developing optimal fast 81

charging protocols using electrochemical-thermal models. Mathe- 82

matically, we formulate a minimum time optimal control problem via 83

a coupled single particle model with electrolyte and thermal dynamics 84

(SPMeT). In the coupled model, two PDE single particle subsystems 85

capture both anode and cathode solid concentration dynamics, a three- 86

PDE electrolyte subsystem captures the electrolyte concentration 87

dynamics in three domains (anode, separator, cathode) which all feed 88

into the nonlinear voltage output function.10 The nonlinear voltage 89

output and bulk solid concentrations are then fed into the two-state 90

thermal subsystem,14 whose temperature feeds back into the nonlinear 91

voltage output and solid/electrolyte dynamics. Due to the coupled 92

electrochemical-thermal dynamics, the optimization problem is highly 93

nonlinear. Consequently, there are no analytic solutions and numerical 94

solutions have been considered extremely difficult. We challenge 95

this entrenched mindset by leveraging the Legendre-Gauss-Radau 96

(LGR) pseudo-spectral method with adaptive multi-mesh-interval 97

collocation. It is also worth emphasizing that incorporating a two-state 98

temperature model in lieu of the commonly-used single lumped tem- 99

perature yields more accurate predictions and safer charging protocols 100

as it is known that the core temperature of a cell can be higher than the 101

surface temperature under high current rates.31 To the best of the au- 102

thors’ knowledge, it is the first minimum time charging optimization 103

framework that uses an experimentally validated electrochemical- 104

thermal model (via measured voltage and temperature) for charging 105

subject to both electrochemical and thermal limits. 106

This article extends our previous work26 with: (i) the incorpo- 107

ration of temperature dependent electrochemical model parameters 108

http://dx.doi.org/10.1149/2.1301707jes
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Figure 1. Each electrode is idealized as a single porous spherical particle
whose dynamics evolve in the r dimension. The electrolyte concentration
dynamics evolve in all regions in the x dimension.

and a two state thermal model, (ii) an experimental validation of the109

electrochemical-thermal model dynamics for charging, (iii) analysis of110

optimal charge protocols using the validated electrochemical-thermal111

model, and (iv) experimental comparison and tradeoff analysis of ca-112

pacity fade and charging time for an electrochemical-thermal model113

based optimal charge protocol, an electro-thermal-aging model based114

balanced charge protocol , and a traditional CC-CV charge protocol.115

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In the second116

section, the single particle model with electrolyte and thermal dynam-117

ics is described. In the third section, the minimum time optimal charge118

control problem is formulated, and the LGR pseudo-spectral method119

is briefly introduced. Optimization results are discussed in the fourth120

section, followed by experimental results in the fifth section. Finally,121

the sixth section concludes with a summary of the key findings.122

Single Particle Model with Electrolyte and Thermal Dynamics123

The SPMeT is summarized in this section. The single particle124

model with electrolyte dynamics (SPMe) used here is most similar125

to27–29 and achieves a higher prediction accuracy than the single par-126

ticle model (SPM) without electrolyte dynamics. Complete details on127

the derivation and model properties of the SPMe are presented in Ref.128

30. The thermal model from Refs. 31,32 is coupled to the SPMe to129

form the SPMeT (see Fig. 1).130

SPMeT model.—The SPMeT model consists of: (i) two linear131

spherical diffusion PDEs modeling each electrode’s solid concen-132

tration dynamics, (ii) a quasilinear diffusion equation (across three133

domains) modeling the electrolyte concentration dynamics, (iii) a134

nonlinear output function mapping boundary values of solid concen-135

tration, electrolyte concentration, and current to terminal voltage, and136

(iv) two ODEs modeling the core and surface temperature of the cell.137

The average temperature then feeds back into the nonlinear output138

function, and the solid and electrolyte dynamics (see Fig. 2).139

We now introduce the SPMeT equations. The solid diffusion Equa-140

tions 1 with boundary conditions 2 are141

∂c±
s

∂t
(r, t) = 1

r 2

∂

∂r

[
D±

s (Tavg)r 2 ∂c±
s

∂r
(r, t)

]
, [1]

142

∂c±
s

∂r
(0, t) = 0,

∂c±
s

∂r
(R±

s , t) = ∓ 1

D±
s (Tavg)Fa±L± I (t). [2]

Figure 2. Block diagram of SPMeT. Note that the c+
s , c−

s , ce subsystems
are independent of one another. However, all subsystems are coupled through
temperature since it feeds back into the nonlinear voltage output and c+

s , c−
s , ce

subsystems.

The Neumann boundary conditions at r = R±
s signify the flux en- 143

tering the electrode is proportional to the input current I (t) (positive 144

for charge). The Neumann boundary conditions at r = 0 are spheri- 145

cal symmetry conditions and required for well-posedness. Next, the 146

electrolyte diffusion Equations 3–5 with boundary conditions 6–9 are 147

148

ε−
e

∂c−
e

∂t
(x, t) = ∂

∂x

[
Def f

e (c−
e , Tavg)

∂c−
e

∂x
(x, t)

]
− (1 − t0

c )

F AL− I (t),

[3]
149

εsep
e

∂csep
e

∂t
(x, t) = ∂

∂x

[
Def f

e (csep
e , Tavg)

∂csep
e

∂x
(x, t)

]
, [4]

150

ε+
e

∂c+
e
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(x, t) = ∂

∂x

[
Def f

e (c+
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∂c+
e

∂x
(x, t)

]
+ (1 − t0

c )

F AL+ I (t),

[5]
151

∂c−
e

∂x
(0−, t) = ∂c+

e

∂x
(0+, t) = 0, [6]

152

Def f
e (L−, Tavg)

∂c−
e

∂x
(L−, t) = Def f

e (0sep, Tavg)
∂csep

e
,

∂x
(0sep, t), [7]

153

Def f
e (Lsep, Tavg)

∂csep
e

,

∂x
(Lsep, t) = Def f

e (L+, Tavg)
∂c+

e

∂x
(L+, t),

[8]
154

ce(L−, t) = ce(0sep, t), ce(Lsep, t) = ce(L+, t). [9]

The nonlinear output function for terminal voltage is governed by 155

a combination of electric overpotential, electrode thermodynamics, 156

Butler-Volmer kinetics, and electrolyte potential as 157

V (t) = RTavg(t)

αF
sinh−1

(
I (t)

2a+ AL+ ī+
0 (t)

)

− RTavg(t)

αF
sinh−1

( −I (t)

2a− AL− ī−
0 (t)

)

+ U+(c+
ss(t)) − U−(c−

ss(t))

+
(

R+
f

a+ AL+ + R−
f

a− AL− + Rce(Tavg(t))

A

)
I (t)

+
(

L+ + 2Lsep + L−

2Aκe f f (Tavg)

)
I (t)

+ kconc(t)
[
ln ce(0+, t) − ln ce(0−, t)

]
, [10]

where c±
ss(t) = c±

s (R±
s , t) is the surface concentration in the solid, 158

kconc = 2RTavg (t)
F (1 − t0

c )k̄ f (t), and ī±
0 (t) is the spatially averaged ex- 159

change current density 160

i±
0 (t) = k±(Tavg)

[
c±

ss(t)
]αc

[
c±

e (x, t)
(
c±

s,max − c±
ss(t)

)]αa
. [11]
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The temperature dependent electrochemical parameters follow an Ar-161

rhenius law162

P(Tavg) = Pref exp

(
EaP

R

(
1

Tref
− 1

Tavg

))
. [12]

The core and surface temperature dynamics of the cylindrical cell163

are governed by164

dTc(t)

dt
= Ts(t) − Tc(t)

RcCc
+ Q(t)

Cc
, [13]

165

dTs(t)

dt
= T f (t) − Ts(t)

RuCs
− Ts(t) − Tc(t)

RcCs
[14]

where Q(t) = I (t)|V (t)−(U+(c̄+
s (t))−U−(c̄−

s (t)))| is the heat gener-166

ation including joule heating and energy dissipated by electrode over-167

potentials and c̄±
s (t) is the bulk concentration in the anode/cathode168

169

c̄±
s (t) = 3

(R±
s )3

∫ R±
s

0
r 2c±

s (r, t)dr. [15]

The heat conduction resistance, convection resistance, core heat ca-170

pacity, and surface heat capacity are represented by Rc, Ru , Cc, and171

Cs , respectively. The two states are the core Tc and surface Ts tem-172

peratures. We assume that the coolant flow rate is constant (which173

translates to a constant Ru), and the ambient temperature T f is nearly174

constant as done in Refs. 31,32. The average cell temperature is175

Tavg(t) = Tc(t) + Ts(t)

2
, [16]

which is approximately equal to the radial average temperature33 for176

the cell considered in this study. The thermal parameters have been177

identified in previous work.31,32 We determine Ru using our experi-178

mental setup as described in Section.179

We define the cell SOC via the bulk SOC (bulk concentration180

normalized against maximum concentration) and stoichiometric dif-181

ference in the anode as182

SOC(t) = c̄−
s (t)

c−
s,max |x100% − x0%| . [17]

This cell SOC represents the ratio of available charge to maximum183

usable charge.184

This summarizes the SPMeT which maintains accuracy at higher185

C-rates than that of an SPM with thermal dynamics alone.30 The186

model parameters used in this study originate from Refs. 27,31,34–37187

and correspond to a lithium iron phosphate cathode / graphite anode188

chemistry A123 26650 2.3Ah cell. We determine some parameters189

based on our experimental setup and validate the effectiveness of the190

electrochemical-thermal model for various charging cases in Section.191

Comparison to existing SPMe models.—The models in Refs. 27–192

29 are most similar to the SPMe presented here with a few critical193

differences. In Ref. 27, bulk solid concentration is used in the voltage194

output function instead of the surface concentration we use here (see195

(26) in Ref. 27). In the case of Ref. 28 volume averaging is performed196

in the electrolyte phase which partially obscures electrolyte polariza-197

tion. In Ref. 29, the authors use an approximation of the solid state198

diffusion equation instead of retaining the PDE version we use in199

1–2 (see Section 2 of Ref. 29). Moreover, we include a temperature200

submodel, as does.27
201

Optimal Charge Control Formulation202

Next we formulate a minimum-time/safe optimal charge control203

problem. The objective function J is given by204

min
I (t),x(t),t f

∫ t f

t0

1 · dt, [18]

where (t f − t0) is the charge time to reach a desired target SOC 205

(SOC f ). The optimization variables are the input current I (t) and 206

final time t f , with state variables 207

x(t) = [c+
s (r, t), c−

s (r, t), c+
e (x, t), csep

e (x, t), c−
e (x, t), Tc(t), Ts(t)]T .

[19]
The constraints include the model dynamics and boundary conditions 208

1–9, input, state, event, and time constraints below: 209

Imin ≤ I (t) ≤ Imax , [20]

210

θ±
min ≤ c±

s (r, t)

cs,max
≤ θ±

max , [21]

211

ce,min ≤ cl
e(x, t) ≤ ce,max , l ∈ {−, sep, +} [22]

212

Tmin ≤ Tm(t) ≤ Tmax , m ∈ {c, s} [23]

213

t0 ≤ t f ≤ tmax , [24]

214

c±
s (r, t0) = c±

s,0, cl
e(x, t0) = cl

e,0, l ∈ {−, sep,+} [25]

215

SOC(t f ) = SOC f , SOC(t0) = SOC0, [26]

216

Tm(t0) = T0, m ∈ {c, s}. [27]

Constraints 21–22 protect the solid active material and electrolyte 217

from lithium depletion/oversaturation. Constraint 23 protects against 218

excessively cold or hot temperatures that accelerate cell aging. 219

The PDE system 1–9 is discretized in space using a second-order 220

accurate finite central difference method that conserves lithium,38 re- 221

sulting in a nonlinear differential algebraic equation system. Due to 222

this complex mathematical structure, it is difficult to use conventional 223

optimization techniques, e.g., dynamic programming, Pontryagin’s 224

minimum principle, and indirect methods, due to intractable computa- 225

tional burden or accuracy. Instead, we pursue pseudo-spectral methods 226

to transcribe this infinite-dimensional optimal control problem into a 227

finite-dimensional optimization problem with algebraic constraints at 228

the discretized nodes. Then, the optimization variables at such nodes 229

are solved by off-the-shelf nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers, 230

like SNOPT or IPOPT.39 Note that convexity is not guaranteed, and 231

therefore these solvers yield locally optimal solutions. Pseudo-spectral 232

methods are an effective tool for complex nonlinear optimal control 233

problems and have been extensively applied to real-world optimization 234

problems in engineering, including aerospace and autonomous flight 235

systems,40 road vehicle systems,41 energy storage,23,24 etc. There are 236

a myriad of approaches for discretizing integral and differential equa- 237

tions, leading to a spectrum of pseudo-spectral variants. In this study, 238

we use the Legendre-Gauss-Radau (LGR) pseudo-spectral method 239

with adaptive multi-mesh-interval collocation, featured by the gen- 240

eral purpose optimal control software (GPOPS-II).39 This software 241

incorporates an orthogonal collocation method to generate the LGR 242

points. Rather than a traditional fixed global mesh, an adaptive mesh 243

refinement algorithm is employed to iteratively adjust the number of 244

mesh intervals, the width of each interval, and the polynomial degree 245

(the number of LGR points). Theoretical and algorithmic properties 246

of this method are elaborated in Refs. 42,43. 247

Results and Discussion 248

This section presents optimization results for minimum-time 249

charge in the absence of modeling, measurement, or control uncer- 250

tainty. It also examines solution sensitivity to perturbations in model 251

parameters. 252
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Figure 3. Optimization results for minimum time charge with Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C, 6C}. Left: Current I (t), Voltage V (t), State of Charge SOC(t), Temperatures
Tc(t), Ts (t). Right: Surface Concentrations θ−(t), θ+(t), Electrolyte Concentrations c−

e (0−, t), c+
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Minimum time charge.—The optimal charge trajectories are253

shown in Fig. 3 for Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C, 6C}. It takes 4.4822 min254

to achieve a target SOC of 75% (SOC f = 0.75) from an initial SOC255

of 25% (SOC0 = 0.25)c when Imax = 8.5C . The charge process fol-256

lows a constant-current/constant-electrolyte-concentration/constant-257

surface-concentration (CC-CCe-CCss) protocol. To minimize charg-258

ing time, the maximum C-rate is applied initially, causing the min-259

imum electrolyte concentration constraint to become active at the260

anode current collector. The surface concentration at the anode in-261

creases until it reaches its maximum value, which becomes the dom-262

inant inequality constraint. A similar behavior is observed when263

Imax = 7.25C , with a longer initial current at the maximum C-rate.264

It takes 4.6174 min to achieve the target SOC in this case, which is265

slightly more than the previous case. Note that once the the mini-266

mum electrolyte concentration constraint becomes active at the anode267

current collector, the protocol follows almost the same trajectory as268

the previous case. A slightly different behavior is observed when269

Imax = 6C , which just has 2 steps. It takes 5.2016 min to achieve270

the target SOC in this case, which is longer in time than the previ-271

ous cases. This protocol follows a constant-current/constant-surface-272

concentration (CC-CCss) protocol. The maximum C-rate is applied273

initially, until the maximum surface concentration at the anode con-274

straint becomes active. Heuristically, the first two protocols where275

Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C} are similar in nature to the CC-CC-CV charge276

protocol5,6 which involves an initial high constant current period, fol-277

lowed by a lower constant current period, and then by a constant278

voltage period. The last protocol where Imax = 6C is similar in nature279

to the well known CC-CV protocol.4280

A comparison of the optimized charge protocol vs. a CC-CC-CV281

protocol (CC1 = 7.25C , CC2 = 5.75C) is presented in Fig. 4 for282

Imax = 7.25C . We make two observations. (i) It takes the CC-CC-283

CV protocol 5.2233 min to achieve the target SOC, a 0.6059 min284

(13.12%) increase w.r.t. the optimized charge protocol at Imax =285

7.25C . (ii) The optimized protocol allows safe excursions beyond286

the 3.6 V upper limit in CC-CC-CV by ensuring the electrochemical287

state constraints are satisfied. Not only is the optimized protocol (with288

cThe initial SOC is chosen at 25% since this is near the point where electric vehicles and
consumer electronics (e.g. mobile phones, tablets, and laptops) begin to indicate that the
battery is low. The final SOC is chosen at 75% to represent where the battery would have
enough energy stored to complete desired tasks before the next charge with a charge time
close to 5 minutes (comparable to the time it takes to refuel a vehicle with gasoline or
time it takes to get a beverage while charging a mobile device).

Imax = 7.25C) faster than the CC-CC-CV protocol here, it allows 289

for safe charging since the CC-CC-CV protocol violates the surface 290

concentration constraints at the anode and cathode chosen in this 291

study. 292

Similarly, a comparison of the optimized charge protocol vs. the 293

well known CC-CV (CC = 6C) protocol is presented in Fig. 5 for 294

Imax = 6C . We make similar observations. (i) It takes the CC-CV 295

protocol 5.2733 min to achieve the target SOC, a 0.0717 min (1.37%) 296

increase w.r.t. the optimized charge protocol at Imax = 6C . (ii) The 297

optimized protocol allows safe excursions beyond the 3.6 V upper 298

limit in CC-CV by ensuring the electrochemical state constraints are 299

satisfied. Although the optimized protocol (with Imax = 6C) is not 300

significantly faster than the CC-CV protocol here, it allows for safe 301

charging since the CC-CV protocol violates the surface concentration 302

constraints at the anode and cathode chosen in this study. 303

Sensitivity based battery design for fast charging.—Next we ex- 304

amine the solution sensitivity to small perturbations in nominal model 305

parameters for fast charging (while maintaining similar optimal charge 306

protocols). In previous results, we noted that the first electrochemical 307

constraint to become active was the electrolyte concentration at the 308

anode current collector when Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C}. This observa- 309

tion motivates exploring how alterations to the electrolyte dynamics 310

impact minimum charge time. We also explore how changes in other 311

model parameters affect the minimum charge time. 312

Electrolyte Diffusivity De(ce, Tavg).—A comparison between the 313

optimized charge protocol for a ±2.5% deviation in De(ce, Tavg) 314

and the solution with nominal parameters is shown in Fig. 6 for 315

Imax = 8.5C . The optimized charge protocol with a +2.5% deviation 316

requires 4.4002 min to achieve the target SOC. The cell with greater 317

electrolyte diffusivity requires 0.082 min (1.83%) less charge time. 318

Consequently, increasing De(ce, Tavg) is favorable to obtaining a faster 319

charge time. The optimized charge protocol with a −2.5% deviation 320

requires 4.5660 min to achieve the target SOC. The cell with lower 321

electrolyte diffusivity requires 0.0838 min (1.87%) more charge time. 322

Consequently, decreasing De(ce, Tavg) is not favorable to obtaining a 323

faster charge time. Note that the trajectories are similar to that of the 324

unperturbed solution. The difference is seen in the electrolyte con- 325

centration dynamics which become faster or slower depending on the 326

increase or decrease in De(ce, Tavg), respectively. 327
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Table I. Minimum charge times for perturbed solutions.

Parameter Chg. Time (+2.5%) Chg. Time (−2.5%)

t0
c 4.4317 min 4.5313 min

D+
s (Tavg) 4.4796 min 4.5268 min

R+
s 4.5837 min 4.4803 min

Ru 4.4748 min 4.4899 min

Other parameters t0
c , D+

s (Tavg), R+
s , Ru.—Similarly, we examine328

the impact of the transference number t0
c , solid diffusivity of the329

cathode D+
s (Tavg), solid particle radius of the cathode R+

s , and cooling330

convection coefficient Ru on the minimum charge time. The results331

are summarized in Table I. Note that an increase in the transference332

number t0
c , solid diffusivity of the cathode D+

s (Tavg), and cooling333

convection coefficient Ru is favorable to obtaining a faster charge334

time. However, an increase in the solid particle radius of the cathode335

R+
s is not favorable to obtaining a faster charge time.336

An increase in the transference number t0
c effectively scales down337

the input current to the electrolyte diffusion dynamics which translates338

to a higher current allowed for fast charging before the constraint339

is reached. Increasing the solid diffusivity of the cathode D+
s (Tavg)340

speeds up the solid diffusion dynamics, and scales down the input341

current at the boundary which allows for a higher current when fast342

charging before the constraint is reached. Furthermore, increasing the343

cooling convection coefficient Ru means there is less cooling of the344

battery which translates to higher overall temperatures that is favorable345

for fast charging (since the dynamics of the solid and electrolyte speed346

up, and overall resistance of the cell goes down).347

Experimental Results and Discussion348

Various experiments were conducted to validate the349

electrochemical-thermal model constructed in this article using350

parameters from Refs. 27,31,34–37 for a 2.3Ah A123 Systems 26650351

LiFePO4 battery in our test facility. The cell was placed on an Arbin352

High Current Cylindrical Cell Holder inside of an ESPEC BTL-433353

environmental chamber to regulate the ambient temperature at 25oC354

(298.15 K). A K-type thermocouple was placed on the surface of the355

battery to measure Ts . First, the cell was cycled using a C/20 CC-CV356

test to identify open circuit voltage (OCV) (and open circuit potential357

(OCP) of the cathode and anode) using a PEC SBT2050 cycler that358

controls the input current to the battery. Then a 5C CC-CV charge test359

was performed to identify some electrochemical-thermal parameters360

for our experimental setup. The resulting SPMeT optimal charge361

protocols with Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C, 6C} from the optimization362

results (using the newly determined open circuit potentials and363

electrochemical-thermal parameters) are then applied to the battery364

for validation of the output voltage and surface temperature of the365

electrochemical-thermal model. We experimentally compare the366

SPMeT optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C against a 5C CC-CV367

charge protocol (C-rate chosen based on higher charge time) on two368

cells. The two cells undergo several hundred cycles to determine the369

changes in capacity fade and charge time.370

Electrochemical-thermal model validation.—The open circuit371

voltage is determined by taking the average of the charge and dis-372

charge voltage curves from a C/20 CC-CV cycling test (with voltage373

limits of 3.6 V and 2.0 V), and is used to determine the open circuit374

potentials (U±) based on OCPs from literature37 of the cathode and375

anode (shown in Fig. 7) that minimize the root mean square error be-376

tween the modeled and experimental OCV. Then a 5C CC-CV charge377

protocol was applied to the battery to determine electrochemical-378

thermal model parameters (R±
s , ε±

e , De(ce, Tavg), Rce) that minimize379

the root mean square error between the modeled and experimental380

voltage and surface temperature. The initial and final conditions of381

the applied 5C CC-CV charge protocol were 25% SOC and 25oC382

(298.15 K), and 75% SOC and 31.45oC (304.6 K), respectively.383
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The current profiles for the SPMeT optimal charge optimization re- 384

sults with Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C, 6C} are then applied (open loop) to 385

validate the voltage and surface temperature of the electrochemical- 386

thermal model, as shown in Figs. 8–10 which achieves a Voltage 387

RMSE of {25.9 mV, 23.9 mV, 16.3 mV} and a Surface Temperature 388

RMSE of {0.1598 K, 0.1703 K, 0.3733 K}, respectively. 389

Charge protocol aging.—Two cells were used to determine the 390

tradeoffs between capacity fade and charge time for a fixed 1.15Ah 391

charge throughput (using the SPMeT optimal charge protocol with 392

Imax = 6C and 5C CC-CV charge protocols). Both cells are dis- 393

charged with a 1C CC-CV protocol to the open circuit voltage cor- 394

responding to 25% SOC. The charge and discharge protocol of each 395
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cell is then repeated for hundreds of cycles. The current from the396

SPMeT optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C is applied to the first397

battery cell (open loop). The 5C CC-CV charge protocol is applied398

to the second battery cell (closed loop), using the built-in controller399

of the battery cycler to maintain the 3.6 V limit under the 5C CC-CV400

charge operation. That is, the same current is applied each time for401

the SPMeT optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C (regardless of402

what voltage is measured) while the current for the CC-CV protocol403

is adjusted in real-time once the voltage constraint becomes active.404

It is important to highlight that only the CC-CV protocol provides405

compensation as the cell degrades.406

The discharge capacity is determined using a 1C CC-CV cycling407

test at cycles {0, 10, 60, 110, 160, 210} and is shown (normalized408

against initial capacity) in the first subplot of Fig. 11. The normalized409
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Balanced Charge (Open Loop), and 5C CC-CV Charge Protocol (Closed Loop)
Aging: Capacity Fade, and Charge Time.

capacity of the SPMeT optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C 410

is 81.18% while that of the 5C CC-CV charge protocol is 97.67% 411

at cycle 210. The higher capacity fade experienced by the SPMeT 412

optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C over the entire 210 cycles 413

is expected since it is applied in a pure open loop fashion (does not 414

compensate for the cell violating electrochemical-thermal constraints 415

as it is cycled) and has a faster charge time than that of the 5C CC-CV 416

protocol. The charge time of the SPMeT optimal charge protocol with 417

Imax = 6C stays the same each time while that of the 5C CC-CV 418

protocol increases (due to the closed loop compensation which limits 419

the cell voltage from going above its upper limit as it is cycled) as 420

shown in the bottom subplot of Fig. 11. The charge time of the SPMeT 421

optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C is 5.202 minutes while that of 422

the 5C CC-CV charge protocol is initially 6.008 minutes. The charge 423

time of the 5C CC-CV charge protocol increases to 6.232 minutes at 424

cycle 210. There is a clear tradeoff between degradation and charge 425

time between the SPMeT optimal charge protocol (open loop) with 426

Imax = 6C and 5C CC-CV charge protocol (closed loop) that are 427

applied over time. It is important to highlight that the SPMeT optimal 428

charge protocol with Imax = 6C provides a faster charge time with a 429

comparable capacity fade to that of the 5C CC-CV charge protocol up 430

to cycle 60. 431

The capacity fade and charge time results of an electro-thermal- 432

aging (ETA) model based balanced (optimal tradeoff between charge 433

time and aging subject to electrical-thermal-aging constraints) charge 434

protocol (open loop) from Ref. 25 are also presented in Fig. 11 for the 435

cell under study. The discharge capacity is found in a similar fashion 436

at cycles {0, 10, 60, 110, 160, 210, 260, 310, 360} until 81.67% 437

of the normalized capacity for the cell under the ETA model based 438

balanced charge protocol. We note that the capacity fade for the ETA 439

model based balanced charge protocol (open loop) is less compared to 440

the SPMeT optimal charge protocol (open loop) with Imax = 6C but 441

higher than the 5C CC-CV charge protocol (closed loop). The charge 442

time of the ETA model based balanced charge protocol (open loop) is 443

slightly higher than the SPMeT optimal charge protocol (open loop) 444

but lower than the 5C CC-CV charge protocol (closed loop). In this 445

case, the ETA model based balanced charge protocol provides a faster 446

charge time with a comparable capacity fade to that of the 5C CC- 447

CV charge protocol up to cycle 110. A cause for the higher capacity 448

fade experienced by the SPMeT optimal charge protocol (open loop) 449

versus the ETA model based balanced charge protocol (open loop) is 450

that we do not directly optimize for both charge time and aging in this 451

study as done in Ref. 25. 452
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These results provide motivation and justification for adaptive453

closed loop charge control to alleviate aging and provide the opti-454

mal charge time performance over time. This closed loop controller455

would continuously estimate parameters that age with time to yield456

accurate electrochemical-thermal model estimates for: i) constraint457

satisfaction to ensure battery safety and longevity, and ii) obtaining458

new optimal charge protocols as the cell is cycled using the optimal459

charging control framework shown in this article. With such controller460

in place, specific degradation mechanisms that occur with cycling can461

be analyzed and compared (for multiple cells and charge protocols)462

to evaluate the effectiveness of such adaptive closed loop optimal463

charging control strategy.464

Conclusions465

An optimal control framework for a PDE system has been de-466

veloped to explore model-based fast-safe charging protocols. In this467

framework, a coupled single particle model with electrolyte and ther-468

mal dynamics is incorporated to account for solid and electrolyte469

phase concentration constraints, as well as thermal constraints. The470

Legendre-Gauss-Radau (LGR) pseudo-spectral method with adaptive471

multi-mesh-interval collocation is leveraged to solve the infinite di-472

mensional nonlinear optimal control problem.473

Charge time is examined subject to both electrochemical and ther-474

mal constraints. The resulting minimum time charge regimes with475

varying input current limits are analyzed in detail, with the following476

key findings: (i) The protocol is constant-current/constant-electrolyte-477

concentration/constant-surface-concentration (CC-CCe-CCss), re-478

quiring 4.4822 minutes and 4.6174 minutes to charge the battery from479

25% to 75% SOC when Imax = {8.5C, 7.25C}, respectively. This op-480

timized protocol is similar to the heuristic high constant current-low481

constant current-constant voltage (CC-CC-CV) protocol. (ii) The pro-482

tocol is constant-current/constant-surface-concentration (CC-CCss)483

when Imax = 6C , requiring 5.2016 minutes to charge the battery and484

is similar to the well known constant-current/constant-voltage (CC-485

CV) protocol. (iii) The protocol solutions yield physical insight on486

which battery design parameters to optimize for fast charging appli-487

cations. Increasing electrolyte diffusivity coefficient De(ce) results in488

faster charge time when Imax = 8.5C . Finally, experimental validation489

results of the SPMeT optimal charge protocol with Imax = 6C (open490

loop) versus an ETA model based balanced charge protocol (open491

loop) and a 5C CC-CV charge protocol (closed loop) are presented492

with respect to capacity fade and charge time.493

In this paper we assume full state measurements and known pa-494

rameters to ascertain the maximum possible fast charging benefits of495

SPMeT-based control. Future work combines the SPMeT presented496

here with state and parameter estimates generated by adaptive PDE497

observers.1 This output feedback system (i) guards against harmful498

operating regimes, (ii) increases charging speed, and (iii) monitors499

state-of-charge and state-of-health, all from measurements of voltage,500

current, and temperature. Future work also includes incorporation of501

progressive aging dynamics, similar to.24,25 Finally, we plan to ex-502

perimentally quantify the aforementioned benefits of the closed loop503

system in a battery-in-the-loop test facility.504

List of Symbols505

L± Thickness of Cathode/Anode [m]506

Lsep Thickness of Separator [m]507

A Electrode Area [m2]508
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ε±
e Volume Fraction of Electrolyte in Cathode/Anode510
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e Effective Diffusion Coefficient for Electrolyte [m2/s]516
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F Faraday’s Constant [C/mol] 518

R Gas Constant [J/mol-K] 519

αc,a Charge Transfer Coefficient for Cathode/Anode 520
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Ea Activation Energy [J/mol] 526
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Q Heat Generation [W] 528

Cc Lumped Heat Capacity of Core [J/K] 529

Cs Lumped Heat Capacity of Surface [J/K] 530

Rc Conduction Resistance [K/W] 531

Ru Convection Resistance [K/W] 532

T f Ambient Temperature [K] 533

Tc Core Temperature [K] 534

Ts Surface Temperature [K] 535

Tavg Average Temperature [K] 536

Tref Reference Temperature [K] 537

Imin Minimum Current [A] 538

Imax Maximum Current [A] 539

θ±
min Minimum Normalized Concentration in Cathode/Anode 540

θ±
max Maximum Normalized Concentration in Cathode/Anode 541

cemin Minimum Electrolyte Concentration [mol/m3] 542

cemax Maximum Electrolyte Concentration [mol/m3] 543

Tmin Minimum Cell Temperature [K] 544

Tmax Maximum Cell Temperature [K] 545

t f Charge Time [sec] 546

c±
s Lithium Concentration in the Solid [mol/m3] 547

ce Lithium Concentration in the Electrolyte [mol/m3] 548

c±
ss Concentration at Particle Surf. in Cathode/Anode 549

[mol/m3] 550

i±
0 Exchange Current Density [A/m2] 551

U± Open Circuit Potential in the Cathode/Anode [V] 552

V Voltage [V] 553

I Applied Current [A] 554

c̄±
s Particle Vol. Avg. Concentration in Cathode/Anode 555

[mol/m3] 556

θ± Normalized Concentration in Cathode/Anode 557

SOC State of Charge 558
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